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Proper Dharma Seal

Sutra:
Hearing this from the Buddha,
We have no doubts about this matter,
But we hope that the Buddha will, for those of the future,
Give explanations to cause them to understand.
For if they were to give rise to doubts
And fail to believe this Sutra,
They would thereupon fall into the evil paths.
Thus we have asked for this present explanation.

Commentary:
Hearing this from the Buddha, / We have no doubts about this matter.
Maitreya Bodhisattva says, “All of  us here in this Dharma Assembly, we
Bodhisattvas Mahasattvas, have personally heard the Buddha speak the Dharma
of  the Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra. We have personally seen all the
limitless Great Bodhisattvas well forth out of the earth, and so we have no
doubts about this matter. We heard Shakyamuni Buddha say that he personally
taught and transformed these Bodhisattvas, and we knew it was really true, not
made up. There was nothing to doubt in that analogy, but we hope that the
Buddha will, for those of  the future, speak. We do not doubt this, but living
beings of the future, Bodhisattvas of initial resolve, whose roots of faith are not
solid and whose good roots are not deep and thick, might fail to believe this. We
now wish that the Buddha would explain this matter so that those of the future
who have first brought forth the resolve will not doubt it. Give explanations
to cause them to understand. Explain this principle to enable the Bodhisattvas
of initial resolve to understand and be clear.

For if they were to give rise to doubts / And fail to believe this Sutra—
if they don’t understand and no one makes them aware, no one clarifies their
thinking; if they were to fail to believe and had doubts—they would there-
upon fall into the evil paths. If  they don’t believe in the Dharma Flower Sutra,
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in the future they will fall into the three evil
paths—the hells, the animal realm, or the
realm of hungry ghosts. Thus we have asked
for this present explanation. We want
Shakyamuni Buddha to bring forth great kind-
ness and compassion, and for the sake of liv-
ing beings of the future, speak of these causes
and conditions.

Sutra:
Of these limitless Bodhisattvas And how,

in such a short space of  time, You have taught and transformed them, Caus-
ing them to bring forth the resolve And to dwell on the Ground of No
Retreat.

Commentary:
Tell the reason why these limitless Bodhisattvas have in such a short space of
time been taught and transformed by you. How did the Buddha manage to
teach all these Bodhisattvas in such a short space of time? How was he able to cause
them to bring forth the Bodhi resolve and to dwell on the Ground of No
Retreat? By now, they have all obtained the three kinds of irreversibility:
     1.      1. Irreversible thought 2. Irreversible practice 3. Irreversible position

The End of Chapter Fifteen

Chapter Sixteen: The Thus Come One’s Life Span
Now we have explained the Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra as far as this
chapter, the sixteenth, which is “The Thus Come One’s Life Span.” “Thus Come
One” is one of the ten titles of a Buddha. Some people who do not understand
the Buddhadharma say, “Oh, that’s the Thus Come One, the Buddha-Patriarch.”

They think that “Thus Come One, Buddha-Patriarch” is the name for one
particular Buddha. Actually, “Thus Come One” is a title given to all Buddhas. All
the Buddhas of the ten directions and the three periods of time, no matter which
ones, are called “Thus Come One.” They are all called “One Worthy of  Offerings.”
They are all called “One of Proper and Universal Knowledge,” “One Who is Per-
fect in Understanding and Conduct,” “Skillful in Leaving the World through
Liberation,” “Unsurpassed Knight,” “Taming Hero,” “Teacher of  Gods and
People,” “Buddha,” and “World Honored One.” They all have those ten titles.

Now we’ll discuss the first title: Thus Come One. What is meant by Thus Come
One? The Vajra Sutra says: “The Thus Come One doesn’t come from anywhere
and doesn’t go anywhere. Therefore, he is called the Thus Come One.”


